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a b s t r a c t
This paper proposes variability-tolerant routing algorithms for mesh-based Networks-on-Chip (NoC). Different NoC routing algorithms are modiﬁed, from variability perspective, to route ﬂits through links with
lower failure probability. The algorithms considered in this study are XY, West-First, Negative-First, and
Odd–Even routing algorithms. To evaluate our variability-tolerant routing algorithms, a cycle-accurate
simulator, NoCTweak, is used to measure how tolerant the resultant NoCs are against process variations.
Results reﬂect the efﬁciency of our routing algorithms to overcome the process variation problems in
modern fabrication technologies. For example, variability-tolerant West-First routing algorithm achieves
up to 56% reduction in NoC overall failure rate.
Ó 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Networks-on-Chip (NoC) have appeared as good alternatives to
global interconnects because of their optimized electrical properties, such as better performance in terms of power, delay,
bandwidth, and scalability, compared to buses and global interconnects. Efﬁcient NoC designs address the issues of performance,
silicon area consumption, power/energy efﬁciency, reliability, and
variability. These issues are the fundamental design drivers for an
efﬁcient NoC design [1].
The inability to precisely control the manufacturing process
might result in unpredictable behavior of both device and wire,
which in turn causes performance and power variations as well
as an error-prone behavior. This becomes particularly important
for modern fabrication technologies with feature sizes smaller than
65 nm. The reasons for higher variation effects at smaller feature
sizes can be summarized as follows:
1. The process-resulting variations become comparable to the full
length or width of the device.
2. The feature size approaches the fundamental dimensions, such
as the size of atoms and the wave-length of the light, which are
used for patterning lithography masks.
Process variations mainly result from front-end and back-end
fabrication processes. The front-end fabrication processes are those
involved in the fabrication of devices, whereas back-end processes
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are those involved in the fabrication of interconnects. Both the
front-end and the back-end fabrication processes can have either
random or systematic variability effects. Systematic variation
effects have spatial correlation and usually arise from lithography,
Chemical Mechanical Polishing (CMP), or etching fabrication steps.
These effects cause systematic variations in gate length, threshold
voltage, or Line Width Roughness (LWR). Random variability
effects do not have any spatial correlation and are random in
nature, like Random Dopant Fluctuation (RDF), Oxide Thickness
Fluctuation (OTF), or Line Edge Roughness (LER) [2]. As technology
scales down, identical NoC links encompass current and delay variations due to CMOS fabrication process variations causing, error at
the link receiver, which we consider a link failure [3–5].
The paths the ﬂits are routed through on an NoC are determined
by the used routing algorithm. Different paths go through different
NoC links having different link delay variations, which results in
different link failure probabilities. In this paper, we consider the
average link failure probability that ﬂits go through for a certain
trafﬁc pattern as an indicator of how certain NoC routing algorithms are prone to process-induced delay variations.
Routing algorithms can be classiﬁed into two types: deterministic and adaptive. In deterministic routing, a path is completely
determined by its source and destination addresses. On the other
hand, a routing technique is called adaptive if, given a source and
a destination addresses; the path taken by a particular ﬂit depends
on dynamic network conditions (e.g., congested links due to trafﬁc
variability and minimum length to destination) [6]. In this paper,
we work with one of the main deterministic routing algorithms
(ordered XY routing) and three adaptive routing algorithms
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is
discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents our NoC failure model.
Section 4 shows the proposed variability-tolerant routing. Section 5
describes NoCTweak and analyzes the simulation results. We draw
conclusions and give ideas for future work in Section 6.

2. Related work

Fig. 1. XY routing from router A to router B [7].

(West-First, Negative-First, and Odd–Even minimal routing). These
routing algorithms are briefed as follows:
 XY routing: XY routing is a dimension-order routing, which
routes ﬂits ﬁrst in x, or horizontal direction, to the correct column and then in y, or vertical direction, to the receiver, as
shown in Fig. 1. Addresses of the routers are their XY-coordinates [7].
 West-First routing: West-First routing algorithm prevents all
turns to the west, so the ﬂits going to the west must be ﬁrst
transmitted as far to the west as necessary. Routing ﬂits to
the west is not possible later [8]. Allowed turns in West-First
routing are shown in Fig. 2(a).
 Negative-First routing: Negative-First routing algorithm allows
all turns except turns from the positive direction to the negative
direction. Flit routing to the negative directions must be done
before anything else [9]. Allowed turns in Negative-First routing
are shown in Fig. 2(b).
 Odd–Even routing: Odd–Even routing is a deadlock-free turn
model, which prohibits turns from the east to the north and
from the east to the south at tiles located in even columns
and turns from the north to the west and the south to the west
at tiles located in odd columns [10].
In this paper, we add the link failure probability to the adaptive
conditions to be considered at routing (in addition to ﬂit length,
buffer size, and nearer dimension output port). We use an open
source cycle accurate NoC simulator, NoCTweak [11], to simulate
different trafﬁc patterns with modiﬁed NoC routing algorithms.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. Modeling, on the system level, the NoC link failure resulting
from random and systematic process variations at certain technology node and mesh size.
2. Modifying XY, West-First, Negative-First, and Odd–Even routing
algorithms in NoCTweak to consider link failure probability
when routing, to obtain variability-tolerant routing algorithms.
3. Proposing the NoC failure rate as a measure of tolerance against
process variations under certain NoC technology node, buffer
size, injection rate, mesh size, trafﬁc pattern, and routing
algorithm.

Fig. 2. Allowed turns in: (a) West-First routing and (b) Negative-First routing [8].

There have been several work in the literature addressing process variations effects on NoC. Initially variability effects on NoC
routers were addressed [1,12,13]. As technology scales down,
interconnect delay dominates gate delay. Hence, research considered variability effects on NoC links [2–5]. Subsequently, research
aimed for fault-tolerant routing algorithms [14–23].
Nicopoulos et al. presented the ﬁrst comprehensive evaluation
of NoC susceptibility to process variability effects and proposed
an array of architectural improvements in the form of a new router
design to increase resiliency to these effects [1]. By process variation exploration, Nicopoulos et al. identiﬁed the contribution of
each major router stage to the overall critical path delay. The contribution to delay was used to guide the proposed modiﬁcations to
improve process variation resilience without adversely affecting
performance.
Sivaswamy and Bazargan tolerated variations by a variationaware router that was optimized according to statistical critical
delay path [12]. They also proposed a modiﬁcation to the clock network to deliver programmable skews to different ﬂip-ﬂops, tolerating variations within the clock paths.
Konstantinos et al. proposed a circuit-level fault modeling tool
to capture run-time process-induced random delay variations
and their corresponding system-level faults. The tool points out
to the router components that need resilient design [13].
Mehranzadeh and Hoodgar presented a fault-aware routing
algorithm scheme called FAXY based on XY routing algorithm [6].
With FAXY routing, a ﬂit ﬁrst traverses along the X direction and
then along the Y direction. When a ﬂit traverses along the X direction and a link is masked due to a permanent fault, it traverses
along the Y direction in order to increase the overall network
throughput and prevent ﬂit losses.
Wu et al. proposed an improved routing algorithm which tolerates a single link fault in 2D mesh NoC [14]. Their algorithm is
deadlock-free, yet is subject to ﬂit loss.
Ebrahimi et al. proposed deadlock-free fully adaptive routing
algorithm using virtual channels along the X and Y directions
[15]. Ebrahimi proposed fault-tolerant routing tolerating the fault
probability resulting from random variations only. In this paper,
we propose a set of variability-tolerant routing algorithms that
consider link failure probability resulting from both systematic
and random variations.
The turn model is originated from Glass and Ni work in [16].
They introduced three adaptive routing algorithms: West-First,
North-Last, and Negative-First. These routing algorithms eliminate
deadlocks without adding virtual channels by prohibiting some
global turns. The turn model also results in routing algorithms that
are ideal for fault tolerance, live-lock free, and highly adaptive [16–
18]. Glass and Ni also proposed a turn-based fault-tolerant routing
algorithm in [17] that is based on modiﬁcation of the NegativeFirst routing algorithm. This algorithm can deal with any onefaulty-router topology. In this proposal, each routing function
depends on the coordinates (Y, X) of the router, the packet destination, the input channels, and the size of the mesh.
The Position-Route method proposed in [19] is a deterministic
routing algorithm. When the destination is to the west, packets
are ﬁrst sent in the west direction up to the column of the destination, and then, sent to either north or south. Otherwise, packets are
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ﬁrst sent to either north or south up to the row of the destination,
and then, sent to east. When faulty components exist, faulty rings
are formed to surround them. Since fault rings are rectangles, some
non-faulty components may be included and are considered to be
faulty.
Dependable routing, where the routing algorithm used in every
router can dynamically detour a faulty router or a faulty link based
on local fault information, is proposed in [20]. Dependable routers
also use programmable delay elements for the matched delays,
whose delay values can be modiﬁed on power-on reset timing. This
is useful for tolerating static and/or dynamic degradation faults. Celements placed at the output of memory elements (e.g., ﬂip-ﬂops
and latches) hide transient errors resulting from noise. The proposed on-chip networks contain efﬁcient link fault detection circuits. Duplicated control circuits are also designed in order to
improve transient fault tolerance. They also studied NoC failure
rate when using XY routing in presence of injected transient faults.
Their deﬁnition of NoC failure rate depends on number of received
ﬂits compared to some threshold at certain ﬂit injection rate,
injected transient error rate, and NoC size. Simulation results show
that the duplication technique for control circuits improve fault
tolerance with a low performance overhead [20].
Multiple link faults are tolerated in the routing algorithms of
the multi-chip NoC platform proposed in [21]. Two routing algorithms are extended to handle the inter-cluster communication
using a restricted set of links. The gateway routing that is an extension of the Glass–Ni fault tolerance routing [17] and the position
route method [19] is also extended to route ﬂits between clusters
in the multi-chip NoC.
Shariﬁ and Kandemir proposed a variation-aware source routing algorithm for a heterogeneous NoC, where each router has a
different operating latency, as a result of random process variations [23]. Their routing scheme computed the best path for each
communication between a sender and a receiver, based on the
inherent speed of the routers (dictated by process variations) and
the current trafﬁc pattern. The proposed variations-aware routing
algorithm considered delay variations of the routers, but as technology scales down interconnect delay has proven to dominate
gate delay. Hence, our variability-tolerant routing in this paper
focuses on variability effects on NoC links.
Sarangi et al. modeled the effects of random and systematic
processes on the probability of error for a microprocessor, mainly
measuring variability in logic and SRAM components [24]. Their
model provided the failure rates of micro architectural blocks, as
a function of frequency, and the amount of variations. While
Sarangi et al. consider only systematic and random variations
resulting from front-end fabrication processes to get the
normalized gate delay, in this paper we consider systematic and
random variations resulting from both the front-end and the
back-end fabrication processes to get the total interconnect delay
variations [3].
Our work in [3] modeled systematic and random geometry variations of devices and interconnects. Using geometry variations, we
calculated systematic (spatial) and random variations of the interconnect delay. We showed that process variations caused each link
in NoC ﬂoor-plan to have different delay depending on its position
on the die.
In this paper we estimate a process variation-induced link failure probability of each link in a mesh NoC. Then, we use the link
failure probability to route ﬂits to the links with lower probability
of failure by introducing variability-tolerant routing algorithms.
We modify four routing algorithms XY routing, West-First minimal
routing, Negative-First minimal routing, and Odd–Even minimal
routing. We simulate NoC failure rate with different trafﬁc patterns
like bit reversal (bitr), bit complement (bitc), regional, neighbor,
tornado, transpose, random, and hotspot [25].
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3. System level model of NoC failure
Our work in [3] shows how each link across NoC encompasses
random and systematic delay variations. Link delays and their violations from timing constraints are used in this paper to estimate a
probability of failure for each link across the NoC. Averaging the
accumulated failure probabilities for all the links in NoC gives an
indicator of the probability of link failure across NoC. Finally, simulating an NoC with different trafﬁc patterns, routing algorithms,
and mesh sizes at different technology nodes estimates the overall
NoC failure rate.
3.1. NoC link failure probability
By link failure probability, we mean the probability of the link
to fail to meet the design timing constraints resulting in failure
or error at the receiver. The link failure probability is described by

PeðlinkÞ ¼ PðT link > T nominal Þ

ð1Þ

where PeðlinkÞ is the link failure probability, T link is the link delay, and
T nominal is the link nominal delay that meets the delay constraints.
In case of using the statistical link design in [3], there is still a
link failure probability deﬁned as the probability the link delay
fails to meet the delay constraints, in spite of using the statistical
delay guard. That is:

PeðlinkÞ ¼ PðT link > ðT nominal þ rTdtotal ÞÞ

ð2Þ

where rTdtotal is the total delay deviation due to process variability,
which is used as statistical delay guard/margin in variability-tolerant NoC link design [3].
We deﬁne the NoC average link failure probability P eðNoCÞ , as the
sum of link failure probabilities across the NoC links divided by the
number of links (nlinks ).

P
PeðNoCÞ ¼

PeðlinkÞ

nlinks

ð3Þ

3.2. NoC case study
The case study below describes how the proposed model in [3]
is developed to estimate the failure probability for each link across
an NoC.
A number of samples (nsamples ¼ 1000) of NoCs are generated,
where each sample represents a different die with different variability-induced random and spatial variations. The statistical failure probability of each link in NoC is evaluated. A case study for
4  4 mesh at 65 nm is shown in Fig. 3. The link failure probability
is calculated by summing the number of times an NoC link in a
ﬂoor-plan fails to meet the delay constraints due to the systematic
(spatial) process variations at its position on the die, within nsamples ,
and dividing by the number of samples nsamples . The link failure
probabilities across the NoC for the case study in Fig. 3 range from
1.6% to 3.4%. Summing the individual link failure probabilities and
dividing by the number of links in NoC (nlinks ), the average NoC link
failure probability is 2.37% for this case study.
We estimate the average link failure probability as the supply
voltage VDD scales from 2.0 V to 0.6 V, as shown in Fig. 4. We note
that, as technology scales down from 65 nm to 22 nm, the link failure probability increases. It can also be seen that, as the supply
voltage decreases, the variations in threshold voltage, for example,
are more pronounced, hence more links fail to meet the design
timing constraints and the average NoC link failure probability
increases. This agrees with the results in [24], where the error rate
resulting from process variations in logic increases as the supply
voltage decreases.
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Algorithm 1. Variability-tolerant XY routing.
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Fig. 3. NoC link failure probability percentage across a case study of 4  4 NoC
mesh at 65 nm.
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4. Variability-tolerant routing
We modify NoC routing algorithms to consider link failure
probability when routing ﬂits to their destinations. We work with
four routing algorithms XY, West-First, Negative-First, and Odd–
Even routing. The routing modiﬁcations are discussed in this
section.
4.1. Variability-tolerant XY routing
The XY routing algorithm is modiﬁed to consider link failure
probability when routing is to be in the X direction (to the east
or to the west) by checking the link failure probability in the Y
direction of the destination and routing to it, if having lower
failure probability. On the other hand, if routing is to be in the Y
direction, it does not consider link failure probability, as shown
in Algorithm 1.

1: INPUTS: local x, y coordinates of the router:
local x; local y,
2: Destination router: x, y coordinates: dst x; dst y,
3: Probabilities of link failure in x direction:
p x east; p x west,
4: Probabilities of link failure in y direction:
p y north; p y south.
5: OUTPUTS: a direction to route ﬂits: LOCAL, EAST, WEST,
NORTH, and SOUTH.
6: if dst x ¼¼_local_x then
. routing in Y direction is free
7: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return LOCAL;
8: else if dst y < local y then return NORTH;
9: else return SOUTH;
10: end if
11: else if dst x < local x then
12:
. routing in X direction considers link failure
probability
13: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return WEST
14:
. routing in the same row is free
15: else if dst y < local y then
16:
. if destination is up before routing to west,
17:
. compare p x west to p y north.
18:
if p x west < p y north then return WEST;
19:
else return NORTH;
20:
. route to the direction with lower failure
probability
21:
end if
22: else
23:
. if destination is down before routing,
24:
. compare p_x_west to p_y_south
25:
if p x west < p y south then return WEST;
26:
else return SOUTH;
27:
end if
28: end if
29: else
. routing to the EAST considers link failure
probability
30: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return EAST;
31:
. routing in the same row is free
32: else if dst y < local y then
33:
. if destination is up before routing to west,
34:
. compare p_x_east to p_y_north.
35:
if p x east < p y north then return EAST;
36:
else return NORTH;
37:
. route in the direction with lower link failure
probability
38:
end if
39: else
40:
. if destination is down before routing,
41:
. compare p_x_east to p_y_south
42:
if p x east < p y south then return EAST;
43:
else return SOUTH;
44:
. route to the direction with lower failure
probability
45:
end if
46: end if
47: end if

4.2. Variability-tolerant West-First routing
The adaptive West-First routing is modiﬁed to consider link failure probability when routing is to be in the east direction by con-
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sidering the link failure probability in the Y direction of the destination and routing to it, if it has lower failure probability. While
routing in the Y or west directions are free and do not consider link
failure probability, as shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Variability-tolerant West-First routing.
1: INPUTS: local x, y coordinates of the router:
local x; local y,
2: Destination router: x, y coordinates: dst x; dst y,
3: Probabilities of link failure in x direction:
p x east; p x west,
4: Probabilities of link failure in y direction:
p y north; p y south,
5: Adaptive routing conditions ﬂag: ARC.
6: OUTPUTS: a direction to route ﬂits: LOCAL, EAST, WEST,
NORTH, and SOUTH.
7: if dst x ¼¼_local_x then . routing in Y direction is free
8: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return LOCAL;
9: else if dst y < local y then return NORTH;
10: else return SOUTH;
11: end if
12: else if dst x < local x return WEST;
13:
. routing to the west is free
14: else
. routing to the EAST considers link failure
probability
15: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return EAST;
16:
. routing in the same row is free
17:
else if dst y < local y then
18:
. if destination is up, consider link failure
probability
19:
if ARC and ðp x east < p y northÞ then return EAST;
20:
else return NORTH;
21:
end if
22: else
. if destination is down, consider link failure
probability
23:
if ARC and ðp x east < p y southÞ then return EAST;
24:
else return SOUTH;
25:
end if
26: end if
27: end if

Since we still prohibit routing to forbidden turns, variabilitytolerant West-First routing is assumed to also be deadlock-free
as West-First routing.
4.3. Variability-tolerant Negative-First routing
The adaptive Negative-First routing is modiﬁed to consider link
failure probability when the routing is to route the ﬂit to west or to
the east direction, by adding link failure probability to the adaptive
routing conditions, as shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. Variability-tolerant Negative-First routing.
1: INPUTS: local x, y coordinates of the router
local x; local y,
2: Destination router: x, y coordinates: dst x; dst y,
3: Probabilities of link failure in x direction:
p x east; p x west,
4: Probabilities of link failure in y direction:
p y north; p y south,

5: Adaptive routing conditions ﬂag: ARC.
6: OUTPUTS: a direction to route ﬂits: LOCAL, EAST, WEST,
NORTH, and SOUTH.
7: if dst x ¼¼_local_x then . routing in Y direction is free
8: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return LOCAL;
9: else if dst y < local y then return NORTH;
10: else return SOUTH;
11: end if
12: else if dst x > local x then
13:
. routing to the EAST considers link failure
probability
14: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return EAST;
15:
. routing in the same row is free
16: else if dst y < local y then
17:
. if destination is up considers link failure
probability
18:
if ARC and ðp x east < p y northÞ then return EAST;
19:
else return NORTH;
20:
end if
21: end if
22: else . routing to the WEST considers link failure
probability
23: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return WEST;
24:
. routing in the same row is free
25: else if dst y > local y then
26:
. if destination is down consider link failure
probability
27:
if ARC and ðp x west < p y southÞ then return WEST;
28:
else return SOUTH;
29:
end if
30: end if
31: end if

Since we still prohibit routing to forbidden turns, variabilitytolerant Negative-First routing is assumed to also be deadlock-free
as Negative-First routing.
4.4. Variability-tolerant Odd–Even routing
The Odd–Even routing is modiﬁed to consider link failure probability when routing is to be in the even column to the west direction, as shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4. Variability-tolerant Odd–Even routing.
1: INPUTS: local x, y coordinates of the router
local x; local y,
2: Destination router: x, y coordinates: dst x; dst y,
3: Probabilities of link failure in x direction:
p x east; p x west,
4: Probabilities of link failure in y direction:
p y north; p y south.
5: OUTPUTS: a direction to route ﬂits: LOCAL, EAST, WEST,
NORTH, and SOUTH.
6: dist x ¼ dst x  local x; . distance from local to
destination
7: dist y ¼ dst y  local y;
8: if dst x ¼¼_local_x then . routing in Y direction is free
9: if dst y ¼¼_local_y then return LOCAL;
10: else if dst y < local y then return NORTH;
11: else return SOUTH;
(continued on next page)
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12: end if
13: else if dist x > 0 then
14:
. routing to the EAST considers link failure
probability
15: if dist y == 0 then return EAST;
16:
. routing in the same row is free
17: else if ð local x MOD 2Þ then . odd column routing is
free;
. destination is
18:
if dist y > 0 then return NORTH;
up
19:
else return SOUTH;
20:
end if
21: end if
22: else . routing to the WEST considers link failure
probability
23: if dist y == 0 then return WEST;
24:
. routing in the same row is free
25: else if not ð local x MOD 2Þ then
26:
. even column routing considers link failure
probability
27:
if ðdist y > 0Þ and ðp y south < p y northÞ then
28:
return SOUTH;
29:
else return NORTH;
30:
end if
31: end if
32: end if

Since we still prohibit routing to forbidden turns, variabilitytolerant Odd–Even routing is assumed to also be deadlock-free as
Odd–Even routing.

5. Simulation results
We perform simulation for variability-tolerant routing algorithms at different technology nodes, mesh sizes, injection rates,
buffer sizes, and trafﬁc patterns, like bitr, bitc, regional, neighbor,
tornado, transpose, random, and hotspot. Our purpose is to indicate how NoC performance is affected by link failure resulting from
process variations under different routing algorithms, trafﬁc patterns, etc.
5.1. NoCTweak
NoCTweak is a highly parameterizable, cycle-accurate, open
source simulator for early exploration of performance and energy

of NoC [11]. The simulator has been developed using SystemC,
which allows fast modeling of concurrent hardware modules at
the cycle-level accuracy. NoCTweak Version 1.0 platform is used,
which simulates a 2D mesh NoC connecting multiple cores. Each
NoC node consists of a processor (core and network interface)
and an associated router. Each router has four buffered inputs
ports, four buffer-less output ports, control logic, and crossbar
switch, as shown in Fig. 5. Each processor core generates data ﬂits
and injects them into NoC through its router. Flits are routed on the
NoC by a selected routing algorithm to their destinations at which
the ﬂits are immediately consumed.
NoCTweak conﬁgurable parameters include mesh size, buffer
size, input voltage, link length, technology node, input trafﬁc pattern, random seed, injection rate, and routing algorithm. The outputs of NoCTweak include average latency, average throughput,
received ﬂits, and average power consumption. Among all existing
NoC simulators we found NoCTweak to be the only simulator that
considers delay and power for technology nodes.
NoCTweak open source library uses 65 nm technology node. We
perform scaling for delay and power at other technology nodes.
Scaling is mainly done by scaling supply voltage and link length
for different technology nodes by the factor S, where S is the ratio
between the scaled technology node and the 65 nm node size.
The link failure probability of each link is input to NoCTweak.
So, at each routing decision, the probability of link failure in the
X direction (east and west) and the Y direction (north and south)
are extracted based on the router position (XY coordinate). We
then modiﬁed XY, West-First, Negative-First, and Odd–Even routing algorithms in NoCTweak to consider link failure probability
when routing to be variability-tolerant routing algorithms.
5.2. Simulating NoC failure rate
Link failure probabilities are used by the methods we developed
and embedded within NoCTweak to measure the overall NoC failure rate as an indicator of NoC tolerance to link failure induced by
process variability random and systematic effects.
At the start of each simulation, the link failure probabilities of
all NoC links are read from input ﬁle and mapped into NoCTweak.
(This can be implemented in hardware by a simple register carrying lookup table of the link failure probabilities at each router.)
Then, NoCTweak calculates NoC failure rate as the accumulated
link failure probabilities of all the links that ﬂits are routed through
within NoCTweak number of simulations for certain input trafﬁc
pattern, injection rate, buffer size, mesh size, clock frequency, technology node, routing protocol, and throughput, divided by the total
number of hops within the simulations. This comes in analogy with

Fig. 5. NoCTweak platform for 2D mesh [11].
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ﬁc, injection rate 0.1, and buffer size 16 at 45 nm are shown in
Fig. 6. From the ﬁgure, it can be noted that:

Mesh
size

Latency
(cycles)

Throughput
(ﬂits/cycle)

Failure rate
(%)

Link
power

88
10  10
12  12
16  16

30.868
36.795
42.160
53.127

0.050
0.050
0.050
0.050

1.561
2.020
2.241
5.303

1.110
1.359
1.583
2.035

the link fault probability by Konstantinos et al. [13], deﬁned for
each critical path as the fraction of timing violations over the total
number of simulations. The NoC failure rate can be deﬁned as:

Proutes
NoC failure rate ¼ 100 


link failure probability
nroutes  nsamples

flit injection rate
throughput

ð4Þ

P
where
link failure probability is the sum of link failure probabilities via all the links the ﬂits are routed through in an NoCTweak
simulation for a certain input trafﬁc pattern, nroutes is the total number of hops of all ﬂits within an NoCTweak simulation, nsamples is the
total number of samples (1000) generated to estimate the link failure probability due to process variability, flit injection rate is the
number of ﬂits injected to the NoC per cycle, and throughput is
the number of ﬂits output from the NoC per cycle.
We simulated NoC failure rate for different mesh sizes at 45 nm
for random uniform trafﬁc using the original West-First routing
with injection rate 0.05, buffer size of 16, and 2 GHz clock. Results
are shown in Table 1.
It is shown in Table 1 that increasing the mesh size causes NoC
to have higher NoC failure rates. This agrees with our work in [4],
where the amount of delay variations increases as the mesh size
increases. Additionally, larger mesh sizes encompass more spatial
variations, and hence more links fail to meet the timing constraints. Larger size meshes mean more links, hence more average
link power, and longer latency. The simulated NoC failure rate represents an indicator of how an NoC is tolerant to link failure resulting from process systematic and random variations.

 Variability-tolerant routing algorithms have lower NoC failure
rate, than their counterpart routing algorithms, as long as the
NoC is not saturated.
 In the case of Odd–Even routing, congestion partially occurs
causing NoC failure rate to increase. The injection rate needs
to be decreased or buffer size needs to be increased to eliminate
the partial congestion of the trafﬁc in the NoC.
 It can also be noted that, for this case study, West-First variability-tolerant routing minimizes its NoC failure rate by 56% compared to West-First routing. While XY variability-tolerant
routing minimizes its NoC failure rate only by 3% compared to
XY routing. As West-First routing shows the best tolerance to
process variability among the routing algorithms in this case
study, we focus on it for the rest of this paper.
5.4. Injection rate analysis
To make sure we study the NoC failure rate under deadlock-free
network conditions, we work with non-saturated trafﬁc conditions,
3

2.5

Failure rate %

Table 1
NoC failure rates at different mesh sizes.

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

5.3. Routing protocol comparison

0.1

0.2

Fig. 7. NoC failure rate for variability-tolerant West-First routing at different
injection rates.

4.5

2
Original routing algorithms
Variability−tolerant routing algorithms

4

1.8
1.6

3.5

1.4

3

Failure rate %

Failure rate %

0.05

Injection rate (flit/cycle)

Failure rates of XY, West-First, Negative-First, and Odd–Even
routing algorithms before and after modiﬁcations to tolerate process variations, for an 8  8 mesh with random uniform input traf-

2.5
2
1.5

1.2
1

Random
Hot Spot Central
Hot Spot Corner
Regional
Transpose
Neighbour
Tornado
BitC
BitR

0.8
0.6

1

0.4

0.5
0

Random
Hot Spot Central
Hot Spot Corner
Regional
Transpose
Neighbour
Tornado
BitC
BitR

0.2
XY

West−First

Negative−First

Odd−Even

Routing algorithm
Fig. 6. NoC failure rate for different routing algorithms before and after routing
modiﬁcations to tolerate process variations.

0

8

16

Buffer size (bits)
Fig. 8. NoC failure rate for variability-tolerant West-First routing at different buffer
sizes.
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4.5

4
Random
Hot Spot Central
Hot Spot Crner
Regional
Transpose
Neighbour
Tornado

Failure rate %

3.5
3

3.5

West−First
Variability−tolerant West−First

3

Failure rate %

4

2.5
2

2.5
2
1.5

1.5
1

1

0.5

0.5
0

8x8

10x10

12x12

0

16x16

65 nm

Mesh size

i.e., throughput equals to the injection rate. In case of partial congestion (throughput < flit injection rate), the NoC failure rate will
be increased. In case of a complete congestion (throughput ¼ 0),
the NoC failure rate will go to /, which is an indicator of complete
NoC failure.
We simulate NoC failure rate for different trafﬁc patterns at
injection rates lower than 0.2 ﬂit/cycles (after which an 8x8 NoC
at 45 nm with 2 GHz clock and 16 bits buffer size starts to saturate), with West-First variability-tolerant routing to evaluate the
effects of increasing injection rate on NoC failure rate. As shown
in Fig. 7, increasing the ﬂit injection rates increases the NoC failure
rates. Higher injection rates mean more trafﬁc, more routes taken
and hence larger probability of failure. It can also be noticed that,
different trafﬁc patterns leads to different NoC failure rates. Trafﬁc
patterns like bitc and tornado have the highest failure rate, while
trafﬁc patterns like neighbor and regional have the lowest failure
rate.

32 nm

22 nm

Technology node
Fig. 10. NoC failure rates for West-First routing at different technology nodes.

4
3.5

XY
Variability−tolerant XY

3

Failure rate %

Fig. 9. NoC failure rates for variability-tolerant West-First routing at different mesh
sizes.

45 nm

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

65 nm

45 nm

32 nm

22 nm

Technology node
5.5. Buffer size analysis
Fig. 11. NoC failure rates for XY routing at different technology nodes.

Simulating the 8  8 meshes NoC with variability-tolerant
West-First routing at 45 nm with 0.1 injection rate and 2 GHz clock
versus different buffer size is shown in Fig. 8. It is shown that
increasing the buffer size decreases the NoC failure rate for some
trafﬁc patterns like tornado and bitc, which cross large distances
across the NoC.
5.6. Mesh size scaling
We also simulated NoC failure rate for different mesh sizes at
45 nm with injection rate 0.05, buffer size 16, and 2 GHz clock at
different trafﬁc patterns using West-First variability-tolerant routing. Results are shown in Fig. 9. As shown in Fig. 9, the NoC failure
rates increase as the mesh size increases. It can be noted that, different trafﬁc patterns have different NoC failure rates. This agrees
with the fact that different trafﬁc patterns take different routes,
hence go through different link failure probabilities. For the case
in Fig. 9, the trafﬁc patterns tornado has the highest failure rate,
while the trafﬁc pattern neighbor has the lowest NoC failure rate.
5.7. Technology node analysis
We performed NoCTweak simulation for 4  4 mesh with WestFirst variability-tolerant routing for random trafﬁc, with buffer size

16 and injection rate 0.1 at 65 nm, 45 nm, 32 nm, and 22 nm technology nodes.
As shown in Fig. 10, as technology scales down from 65 nm to
22 nm, the NoC failure rate increases by 34%. It is also shown that,
variability-tolerant West-First routing achieves lower NoC failure
rates as compared to the original West-First routing at different
technology nodes.
We also performed an NoCTweak simulation for 4  4 mesh
with XY variability-tolerant routing for random trafﬁc, with buffer
size 16 and 0.1 injection rate at 65 nm, 45 nm, 32 nm, and 22 nm
technology nodes. The estimated NoC failure rates are shown in
Fig. 11. It can be note that modifying XY routing to be variability-tolerant decreases the NoC failure rates. This comes in accordance with the fact that, variability-tolerant routing selects the
link with lower failure probability.
6. Conclusion and future work
This paper presented an NoC link failure system-level model for
timing violations resulting from process variations. Variability-tolerant XY, West-First, Negative-First, and Odd–Even routing algorithms were also proposed in this paper, where ﬂits are routed to
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links with lower failure probability in order to tolerate process
variations.
Results show that variability-tolerant West-First routing
achieves around 56% reduction in the overall NoC failure rate,
while XY variability-tolerant routing minimizes its NoC failure rate
by only 3%, for the case study of an 8  8 mesh with random uniform input trafﬁc, injection rate 0.1, and buffer size 16 at 45 nm.
We also note that, NoC failure rate increases with the increase in
mesh size and injection rate or decrease in buffer size. As technology scales down, the amount of process variations increases, causing NoC failure rate to increase as well. Additionally, we have seen
that, different trafﬁc patterns have different NoC failure rates. This
agrees with the fact that different trafﬁc patterns take different
routes hence go through different link failure probabilities. The
trafﬁc pattern tornado has the highest failure rate, whereas the
trafﬁc pattern neighbor has the lowest NoC failure rate.
The proposed variability-tolerant routing used static values for
link failure probability, while adaptive routing algorithms, like
Odd–Even routing, consider mainly dynamic network conditions.
As a future work, run-time temperature/supply-voltage variations
can be input to our link failure model. Changing the temperature or
supply-voltage will change the amount of variations, and hence
will change the link failure probability, which in turn will change
dynamically the routing of ﬂits through the NoC.
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